
D&RGW 6200 series Flatcar “as rebuilt”

Background

The D&RGW built the class 20 and class 21 flatcars in 1918. The class 20s, 6200-6209 were 
built with 25 ton trucks, and the class 21s 6210-6219 had older 20 ton trucks and both classes
were originally 34' in length. 

In 1937 the remaining 6200 series cars, seven of each class, were rebuilt and strengthened 
with 8”x6” steel angle to reinforce the center sills and the outside sills. Cut down standard 
gauge bolsters were also used and the car length was extended to 36' and all cars received 
newer used trucks rated at 30 tons. The model represents the cars as rebuilt. 

Six cars of each class survived until 1967. I have found photos of the following cars that 
survived until the end of operations6200, 6201, 6202, 6203, 6204, 6205, 6206, 6209, 6213, 
6214, 6216, and 6217. 

6200, 6205, 6209 & 6214 went to the C&TS, 6201, 6204 & 6217 went to the D&SNG, 6209 & 
6216 are at the Midwest Central, lastly 6202, 6203, 6209, 6213, and 6217 were converted to 
MOW water service tank cars in the late 1950s. 

These cars had an obvious spotting feature with the steel bolsters in that they rode very high 
off the rails. The decks of these cars were about 6” higher than even the “modern” 6500 
series fish belly steel flat cars and there is at least one photo of a 6200 series car load with 
40' utility poles and is consisted with two 6500 flat cars as idler cars. 



Additional parts to finish the cars:

San Juan Details #5040 Westinghouse Type K Narrow Gauge Brake Set
San Juan Details #5039 Turnbuckles cored for 0.012 wire
San Juan Details #5129 Stirup Steps
San Juan Details #5050 5” Queen posts
0.012” and 0.015” Brass wire (0.015” for the brake staff)
6 pound monofilament fishing line
Hi-Tech Details #6038 AAR Air Hoses 22” w/o Brackets
Kadee #705 couplers
Trucks of your choice
 
(If you can find Blackstone #8370109 D&RGW/UTLX 4' 8” Arch Bar Tank Car Trucks, these 
are the closest to the prototype trucks on the market. A second close truck is the Kadee #721 
4' 6” Arch Bar Truck.) 

Clean up the print

The car prints are fairly clean of any supports from the 3D printing process. Inspect the car for
any remaining supports and cut off with sprue cutters. The car decks have small dimples left 
over from the the printing supports. I lightly sand these off with emory boards or sanding 
sticks which will also impart fine wood graining in the deck boards. 

It is also a good time to drill all holes in the print. I have included pilot depressions for the 
truck mounting screws, coupler screws, grab irons, cut levers, and queen posts. I did not 
include pilot holes for brake rigging, truss rods if you are using the monofilament method, the 
stirrup steps or for the brake retainer. Lastly tap the mounting holes for your couplers and 
trucks.

The car bodies can be cleaned with soapy water and dried. You may notice that the prints 
may have some minor warping along the length of the car. Unfortunately, because the cars 
are so thin it does occur with some prints. I have found that when installing weights in the car 
bodies I have been able to straighten out the car bodies. Some people have reported that 
warped 3D prints can be straightened by soaking the print in hot water for a minute or two and
flexing the print to straighten and clamp straight while it cools. Others have reported that this 
is only a temporary fix. I think my solution of adding solid weight as stiffening members is the 
permanent cure. This type of warping would not happen with a car with sides like a gondola or
boxcar.



Adding weight and straigthening the print

The car sills have been designed to accept 1/8" (0.125") diameter steel or tungsten rod for 
weight. When glued in place it will not project below the bottom of the sills so it will not be 
visible when the car is on the rails. 

I recommend pure tungsten because it is about 30% denser than both steel and lead and 
much safer than lead. It can be purchased from Amazon as a package of 10 approximately 7"
long pure tungsten (green tip) TIG welding electrodes. It's a bit pricey at $29.99 a package, 
but the size to weight ratio gets you the best weighting for such a light car.

I used one entire 7" rod in the test car build, cut into 6 pieces and the finished car came in at 
1.55 oz., or about $3 to weight the car. Using steel would have brought the car in at only 
about 1.1 oz.

Tungsten is hard, but can be cut with a Dremel cutoff disc but if you cut all the way through 
this hard material you will wear through cutoff discs quickly. While tungsten is very hard, it is 
also brittle. The most effective way to cut the rod is to score it with the Dremel cutoff disc, 
grab it with two sets of pliers or put it in a vise at the score mark and snap the rod.

Before you write off tungsten as too expensive, there is a possible free source of tungsten 
rod. If you know anyone who TIG welds or has a welding shop. Ask them for the left over 
tungsten electrode pieces. The electrodes slowly erode in the welding process and need to be
replaced when they get too short. If you're lucky, you should be able to acquire a bunch of 
short pieces about one inch or less long that would have just been thrown out by the welders.



Rods cut and ready to install.

I use epoxy to glue the rods between the intermediate sills. My prefered epoxy for this 
operation is JB Weld, since it has a long woking time. Cut 4 pieces to fit between the body 
bolsters and the queen posts. Mix your epoxy an spread on one side of the rod. Press the rod
glue side down in between the sills, clean off any excess epoxy, and clamp the car body to a 
straight edge with some spring clamps and let the epoxy dry completely, usually overnight. I 
didn't insert the rods for this example photo, and I use 1/8” thick by 1” wide aluminum bar 
stock for my straight edge.



Clamping the car body while the glue sets will also remove any minor warping in the print. 
These cars are long and have very narrow profiles so the prints are susceptible to some 
minor warping. This does not happen with cars that have sides such as gondolas and 
boxcars. Additional weight can be added with more rod glued between the center sills.

I only use tungsten on flatcars where it's hard to hide weight. Also, some people have 
suggested tungsten powder which is used to weight golf club shafts. It can be purchased 
online and through golf supply and sporting stores. The powder is mixed with slow setting 
epoxy and spread into cavities. The only problem with this is the epoxy greatly reduces the 
size to weight ratio. It is lighter than the steel rod at that point.

Finished test car with weights. Six pieces of tungsten rod 

If you find that the warping is near the center of the car body, just install rods between the 
queen post beams. The printed on mounting plates for the brake cylinder and reservoir can 
be filed off and weight inserted between the sills. The San Juan brake casting set comes with 
styrene mounting plates to replace the printed ones.



Adding truss rods

The next step is to add the queen posts, truss rods, and turnbuckles. The print has pilot holes 
for drilling out the queen post beams to accept the sprue stud on San Juan 6” queen posts. 
Be aware that this stud is a very large OD and you may damage the queen post beams 
drilling out to use the stud. I cut the stud off the bottom of the queen posts, file flat and just 
glue the queen posts in position with ACC.

Some people will bend brass wire for their truss rods, other will use monofilament fishing line 
for truss rods, either will work. The pilot model was built with monofilament line. I drill holes 
from the bottom of the car up through the deck and thread one continuous piece of line for all 
four truss rods. Don't forget to slide on your turnbuckles for each rod.

Many people like to string their monofilament and leave it off the queen posts until after gluing
then stretch the line up onto the queen posts so it is realy snug. I would recommend against 
doing this or you risk bending the car again. Pull the line snug with it on the queen post, check
that your tension is not bending the car, and then gule with ACC from the bottom. Also glue 
the rod to the queen posts and turnbuckles in place. Use a clothes pin or small spring clamp 
to hold the end of the monofilament to the car while the glue sets. When dry use your sprue 
cutters to cut off the monofilament line on the top side of the deck and sand the ends flush 
with the deck.

Adding the brake rigging

Use San Juan Westinghouse type K brake castings to add as much detail as you desire. If 
you refer back to the pilot model photo above, you will see that I did not include the brake 
rods from the pivot bars to the trucks, any rod and chain from the hand brake staff to the pivot
bars, and any air line that would potentially foul smooth running of the car. I detail my cars as 
much as possible, but they are built to be operated, not contest or shelf models. I will go back 
and add some air line from the brake cylinder down to the air line on the pilot model. Leave 
the air hoses for after painting. Install the hand brake bracket, ratchet and pawl casting on the
deck, hand brake staff, and brake wheel. One consession I did make was to not add the 



brake line retainer which would be mounted alongside the hand brake staff and bracket on the
B end of the car. Because I designed the car for drop in Kadee #705 couplers the cast coupler
pocket detail is a few inches wider than the prototype, and those lost inches make it tough to 
squeeze in the retainer. 

 
Test your trucks and couplers

Temporarily install you trucks and couplers and check coupler heights with a Kadee height 
gauge. Make any adjustments required. Since I did not know what type of couplers each 
modeler would use, I included a 0.020” riser on the body bolsters. If your car is riding too high,
this riser can be sanded off, which I had to do to use the Blackstone trucks. Please note on 
the underside photo previously in the instructions, I used the Blackstone supplied washer on 
the bottom of the trucks.



Adding grab irons, stirrup steps, and cut levers
 
Bend your grab irons and install the the four end grabs and four side grabs. Drill holes and 
install the stirrup steps. Bend and install the cut levers using either commercial eye bolts or 
bend your own out of brass wire.

Prime your car body

At this point nearly every detail has been added to the car. I recommend priming the car with 
Tamiya #87064 Fine Surface Primer for plastic and metal in a rattle can. It works very well on 
3D resins and metal parts and does not cover up fine details. Let dry thoroughly, check the 
car over for any issues, sand any issues and re-prime as necessary.

Paint the underbody and install the couplers

You should have previously drilled and tapped your coupler mounting holes, so simply screw 
in your couplers and it's time to paint the underbody. I have become a fan of Blackstone 
Model's method of just painting the underbody grimy black. Car underbodies were not painted
on the prototype, they just weathered gray and picked up lots a road grime. Again refer to the 
underbody photo previously in these instructions. I did paint the metal hardware underneath 
the car boxcar red. My thinking was that the Burnham shops would have painted the metal 
parts during the rebuilding of the cars, but never again. Actually the brake cylinder should be 
black by D&RGW standards, but I felt the boxcar red helped the details stand out. I brush 
paint my underbodies and quite frankly, on these little cars there is so little boxcar red to paint 
I brush painted the car sides as well. The trick when brush painting is to keep a wet edge. 
Start and end at a corner so any dry edge will be at a corner and be less visible. Apply thin 
brush painting coats just like with air brushing and let the color build up slowly. Let each coat 
dry thoroughly! It will usually take two or three light coats to get a uniform color. I am still using
up my supply of Polly S paints, but I am looking for a good boxcar red from one of the new 
paint suppliers like AK or MIG. Along with airbrush ready paints, brush consistancy paint is 
offered.  

Install the air hoses, paint the car sides and trucks

Glue the air hoses to the sides of the draft gear plates with ACC. I modeled a small air hose 
bracket to the bottom flange of the draft gear plates to help with alignment. I left the pipe sides
of the air hose parts long and after the air hose was glued to the end of the draft gear, I bent 
them down and glued them under the body bolsters to simulate the complete air line. I prefer 
the Hi-Tech air hoses as they are made out of very soft rubber and will not foul the track and 
derail your car. Just paint the shutoff valves and hard piping boxcar red. If you get any paint 
on the “rubber” end hose don't worry, just paint them black when the car is dry. These parts 
take paint very well, stay very flexible, and the paint adheres well without flaking off when they
move.

At this point it's time to paint the car boxcar red. With so little area to paint I just do two coats 
brush applied. Leave the deck and sides of the deck boards primer gray for now. When 



freshly shopped the deck was probably painted, but that was mostly gone after the first year 
of hauling freight. If you use the recommended Blackstone trucks, they come in black plastic. 
The only modification I make to these trucks that were used on the UTLX narrow frame tank 
cars, is to take sprue cutters and cut out the center I beam in the ends of the bolster. This 
makes a very good representation of the 30 ton arch bar trucks installed during the rebuilding 
of these cars.

Blackstone UTLX 4'8” arch bar trucks painted with center I beam removed inside truck bolster

Take the wheel sets out, place small patches of masking tape over the axle holes on the back 
of the journal boxes. Spray the trucks with the Tamiya primer let dry thoroughly, then paint 
with boxcar red. If you still don't want to break out the airbrush, these are an easy brush 
painting chore as well. While the truck frames are drying I paint the wheel sets with rail brown 
being sure to not get any paint on the axle tips or wheel treads. When everything is dry, 
reassemble the trucks and install on the car. 

This would be a good time to test the car on your layout. Since I wanted to include the very 
distinctive sides of the Farlow draft gear on this car to help hide the Kadee coupler box. You 
will see that there is very little swing in the trucks because of this. My testing showed that the 
car should handle 20” radius curves. If you find the car to be finicky at this radius, or you 
really want the car to negotiate 18” radius curves, you can file or sand off part of the draft gear
plates where the trucks make contact, similar to the notches in the main beams on a drop 
bottom gondola. When happy with the car's preformance, touch up any paint.

Decals

No one currently makes decals for 6200 series flatcars in HOn3, San Juan Decals does make
a very accurate set of decals for the 6200 series cars in Fn3 and On3. I have asked if they 
would re-scale the artwork and produce them in HOn3. If they get enough requests, maybe 
they finally will. For the pilot car, I used San Juan Decals set for a 6700 series idler flat. With 



the optiviser, I was able the cut various numbers of the car dimensions and capacity and 
make a reasonably close set of decals. The only thing missing would be the Farlow Draft 
Gear stencil seen on some cars. Use your favorite gloss coating on the car before decaling. 
Once the decals are applied add your matte clear finish. 

Finally, paint the deck

Now it's time to finish the deck boards. Use your favorite technics for making styrene look like 
wood, or follow my technique below. It can be accomplished rather quickly or you can spend a
bit more time and get contest quality effects. See the completed model photo at the beginning
of these instructions and these following instructions I used on both this car and a large group
of PSC 6500 flarcars.

8 PSC 6500 series flatcars finished with my technique
Eight Precision Scale D&RGW 40' 6500 series flatcar kits in HOn3. Overview of color 
variations acheived using the same technique and colors just changing the number of wash 
coats applied. 



6516 front, 6527 third back with sun bleached decks, 6537 second back has a little more
color as does 6538 in the back. 

6543 front has a little darker color, 6502 second back has some heavy load stains, 6526 third
back sun bleached as is 6539 in the back. 



Step 1

Base for creating effect. Tamiya primer. Make sure the model is clean and the deck boards 
have decent wood grain scribed in. The PSC kits had good wood grain straight from the box. 
On smooth plastic I would use various tools; razor saw, dental picks, exacto knife, and sand 
paper to get the wood grain before priming. I already had you distress the car deck and prime 
the model with this primer so you're already done with this step.



 Step 2

After the primer has dried thoroughly, I dry brush on various tans and browns to individual 
boards. On these particular cars I used some of my dwindling supply of Polly S paint. Rail 
Brown and Sand, inexpensive craft paint is slowly replacing the out of production Polly S 
paint, here Espresso, and from my war gaming days Citadel Skrag Brown. I will probably try 
some of the AK paints on future car projects, but why mess with success.

Sorry I forgot to take a picture of the dry brushing before the washes were applied, but the dry
brushing should be pretty aggressive and let the colors overlap and blend slightly, but leave a 
lot of the board area primer gray. I generally apply the dry brushing to parts of the boards in 
random areas on the boards. The washes will mute everything. 



Step 3

For washes I use Citadel "shade" colors. I liked the original Citadel inks but they aren't 
produced any more. I tried to replicate the inks with artist inks, but haven't found the right 
formula yet to get a proper "flow".

I'm getting used to these shade washes now and I'm happy with them. They go on lightly so it 
takes multiple applications to get darker effects. These are my three go to colors Nuln Oil, 
Reikland Flesh, and Seraphim Sepia.

Before applying your washes the surface needs to be dead matte! Spray on the matte finish 
of your liking and let fully dry.

The trick to these washes is to keep a wet edge at all times for each coat, but let each coat 
fully dry between coats. If you apply another coat too quickly or work the wash too much with 
your brush, you'll disolve some of the previous coat(s) and the finish will get blotchy.

Apply the wash quickly and liberally with a soft brush, I prefer red sable, it's OK to have darker
and lighter pools on the surface. As the wash dries it with blend nicely and mute the dry 
brushing effects.

Apply additional coats to darken to taste. Usually I will start with the sepia, a coat or two. 
Sometimes I will use the Reikland Flesh first, or do a coat of each of the sepia and Reikland 
Flesh so I get some variety in the tones on each car. Then I usually finish with a coat or two of
the Nuln Oil to make the individual boards stand out.

Once you start applying coats of the wash, just let each dry as mentioned previously, don't 
apply any matte finish until your done. Each successive coat with partially dissolve some of 
the previous wash coats and give you a nice subtle effect. After each coat has dried, look the 
car over and decide if you should add another coat of wash. Stop applying wash coats when 
you're happy with the effect.



After the rest of the car gets weathered, one last coat of matte spray to protect everything. If 
you are nervous about trying this technique on the car. I would suggest using a piece of 
Evergreen styrene grooved siding to practice on. Prime your test piece and have at it. You will
find this is a pretty easy method. If the wash color is going on a little dark, just dip your brush 
in some water and quickly dilute the wash on the boards, but I think you will find that while the
wash seems to go on dark it dries fairly light and hence the need for multiple coats. Just paint 
and wash the deck board and their sides. Don't worry too much if a little wash gets on the car 
side, again just dilute it with some extra water and blot it off with a piece of paper towel. 

I hope you find this technique helpful and fairly quick and easy to do. With a little practice you 
can do a convincing wood deck in a short evening. It will actually take longer to wait for each 
wash coat to dry than it does to paint the car. 

If you want to spend a little more time really taking your time with the Step 2 color application, 
you can get some really spectacular wood effects on plain old styrene even with no wood 
graining on the boards. Below are the roof walks on a caboose I was building for my Master 
Modeler Car Builder certificate and a contest quality model. I just used a very fine brush and 
water down the paint just a little and slowly painted the various colors as individual wood grain
on each styrene roof walk board, and then applied the washes to get these “wood boards”.

 This was a scratchbuilt caboose in HOn3. The car is mostly made of styrene. Can you tell
these roof walk boards are styrene and not real wood?

Happy Modeling!

Art


